
 Model  Closed Overall Blade Edge Blade Steel Weight Edge Types
 NATIVE BLACK BLADE C41BBK  3-15/16” 100mm 7” 178mm 3-1/6” 78mm 2-1/2” 64mm CPM-S30V 2.65oz 75.2g   CE
 OCELOT C74 4-7/16” 113mm 7-9/16” 192mm 3-1/4” 83mm 2-5/8” 67mm VG-10 4.1oz 116g  PE, CE

C41BBK Native Black Blade
The C41 is a bona fide USA native manufactured in Golden, Colorado.  
Its spear-point blade is high-performance CPMS30V covered with a 
non-reflecting black coating.  The patented Bi-Directional Textured® 

handle offers graduating levels of steps radiating outward from the center 
of the handle putting the skids on sliding forward or backward while 
cutting.  Furrows ground from the blade’s spine latch onto the thumb for 
appreciative control over the cutting edge.   Lanyard hole.  

• CPM-S30V hollow-ground blade
• David Boye dent
• Bi-Directional Textured® FRN handle
• Weight reducing spine swedge and spine texturing
• Ambidextrous black steel clip carries tip-up

C74 Ocelot
In reality, hunting specific knives get used for cutting much more than 
just what you bag and outdoor knives find their way into the hands of 
the hunter field dressing their success.  The Ocelot is as close as we 
come to satisfactorily covering both bases.   The blade’s drop-point tip 
is thick at the end and its curved full-belly makes short work of field 
chores.  Constructed with cobalt containing VG-10 it stays sharper, 
longer in the field when sharpness matters most.  Ergonomic G-10 
handle is machined with pawprints (pugs) for tactile resistance when 
gripped in a cold, oily or wet hand.  The Ocelot crosses seamlessly 
from sport to field and back.  Mid-spine centered back lock.  Steel-lined 
lanyard hole for backup attachment in water or brush.      

• VG-10 hollow-ground blade
• Tim Wegner Design
• Edge: PlainEdge
• Ambidextrous tip-up/tip-down carry

 Model  Closed Overall Blade Edge Blade Steel Weight Edge Types
 VOLPE C99 4-5/16” 110mm 7-7/16” 189mm 3-7/16” 87mm 3-5/16” 84mm N690Co 3.9oz 119 g  PE
 KUMO FB11  N/A 8-3/8” 213mm 4-1/8” 105mm 3-3/4” 95mm VG-10 3.0oz 86g  PE

C99 Volpe
The name Fox Cutlery is well known in Europe.   Fox started 
manufacturing knives in the 1970s in Maniago, Italy swiftly gaining a 
reputation for uniting traditional materials with quality construction and 
pioneering designs.  The Fox and the Spyder met, and the outcome 
is a Spyderized Fox design manufactured in Maniago.  As expected 
from Spyderco, there is a Round Hole and calculated ergonomics but 
alongside that is a traditional European stainless handle overlaid in blonde 
olivewood.  Positioned forward of the Spyderco Round Hole, a sweeping 
cutout sits ready for index finger placement, boosting control.  Handle has 
an integral Chris Reeve-style lock and lanyard hole.  Limited production.  

• N690Co flat-ground blade
• Edge: PlainEdge
• Righthand tip-down carry

FB11 Kumo
Kumo means spider in Japanese and is the fixed blade knife designed by 
knifemaker R.J. Martin and manufactured by Spyderco.  A self-professed 
steel junkie, Martin is known for integrating multiple grind lines into his 
knives. The solid 9-inch piece of VG-10 steel has two striking grinds, a 
swedge-grind on the spine and a hollow-grind above the cutting edge.  
They converge center blade creating a streamlined and symmetrically 
tapered look.   A group of notches, where the thumb naturally settles on 
the spine, latch onto the thumb pad adding an appreciative level of grip 
and cutting control.  In Japanese style, the handle is hand-wrapped with 
epoxy-saturated cord over an undercoat of black stingray skin, which 
holds a silver Spyderco bug Menuki peeking through the wrapping.   

• VG-10 Hollow-ground blade
• Edge: PlainEdge 
• Hand-wrapped handle
• Kydex sheath with multi-position  
 Tek-Lok® fastener



 Model  Closed Overall Blade Edge Blade Steel Weight Edge Types
 SPYKER C96 4-7/8” 124mm 8-7/16” 214mm 3-9/16” 90mm 3-5/16” 84mm CPM-S30V 3.9oz 109g  PE
 VIELE II C97 3-7/8” 98mm 6-3/4” 171mm 2-15/16” 75mm 2-3/4” 70mm VG-10 3.25oz 92g  PE
 POLIWOG C98 3-3/8” 86mm 5-5/8” 143mm 2-5/16” 59mm 1-7/8” 48mm VG-10 4.1oz 116g PE,SE

C96 SpyKer
Extraordinary and unexpected things happen  
when two well-regarded knife manufacturers 
combine forces.  Both Kershaw® Knives and 
Spyderco construct high-performance cutting  
tools each carrying the unique appearance, 
personality, and functional designs associated  
with their respective brand name.  Seeing a 
SpyKer is like looking into a face and thinking “I 
know you from somewhere”.  It appears to be a 
Kershaw while equally resembling a Spyderco.  
Kershaw’s® chief designer and prominent 
knifemaker Ken Onion is responsible for the 
pleasingly curved shape while Spyderco’s Sal 
Glesser adds the Spyderco Round Hole and 
expected ergonomics.  Spyderco’s Round Hole (a 
mark of quality in the industry) lines up with two 
smaller holes of descending size. The three holes 
grouped by size are a design feature associated 
with Kershaw symbolizing their quality and 
craftsmanship.  Precision-tooled G-10 handles are 
inlayed with silver carbon-fiber twill and assembled 
with an adjustable pivot pin and phosphor bronze 
bushings.  The SpyKer is the upshot of two 
companies working in affable collaboration from 
design idea to finished product.  Packaged in a 
zippered pouch.  Limited to 3000 pieces. 
• CPMS30V Hollow-ground blade
• Edge: PlainEdge 
• Walker LinerLock®

• Righthand tip-down carry
• Made in Golden, Colorado

C97BM Viele II
The C97 carries knifemaker Howard Viele’s 
signature appearance and looks tactical, modern 
and gentlemanly all with a high-tech tone.  On 
the blade is Howard’s signature logo of three 
small parallel holes and a circular symbol 
representing the Japanese God of War.  Texturing 
along the spine grips the thumb’s pad keeping it 
in contact with the blade for responsive control 
over the cutting edge.  The stainless handle has 
a black G-10 scale on the back and a Micarta tile 
superimposed on the front.  Open spine design 
lessens weight and facilitates cleaning and drying 
the knife’s inner workings.    
• Walker LinerLock®

• VG-10 hollow-ground blade
• Edge: PlainEdge
• Righthand tip-down carry

C98 Poliwog
A Poliwog represents metamorphosis in the 
animal kingdom, changing from one form to 
a different form to adapt in an environment.  
Same principle here, as the Poliwog CLIPIT 
thrives in a small-knife-friendly environment 
while keeping the features necessary to excel in 
a harsh, heavy cutting and performance setting.  
Its unusual open-ended patented Ball Bearing 
LockTM exposes the inner workings for cleaning.  
It also rates as one of Spyderco’s highest 
strength locking mechanisms.  It fits comfortably 
and fatigue free in the hand and features a 
curving handle and blade.                

• VG-10 hollow-ground blade
• Edge: PlainEdge or SpyderEdge
• Ambidextrous tip-up carry

 Model  Closed Overall Blade Edge Blade Steel Weight Edge Types
 KOPA EVRINA C92EVP 3-7/16” 87mm 5-13/16” 148mm 2-7/16” 62mm 1-15/16” 49mm VG-10 2.5oz 70g  PE
 KOPA TIGER CORAL C92TCP 3-7/16” 87mm 5-13/16” 148mm 2-7/16” 62mm 1-15/16” 49mm VG-10 2.5oz 70g  PE
 NAVIGATOR C93  3-1/4” 83mm 5-7/16” 138mm 2-1/4” 57mm 1-15/16” 49mm VG-10 2.7oz 76g  PE,SE

C92EVP Kopa Evrina
C92TCP Kopa Tiger Coral
Spyderco introduces the next two installments in the Kopa Gentleman’s 
Series.  Kopa’s stainless handles are hand-fitted with Evrina or Tiger Coral 
inlays.  Evrina is manmade ivory, creamy in texture that scrimshaws like 
genuine ivory.  Each Tiger Coral folder varies with the patterns and natural 
textures found in fossilized coral.  An angled handle ergonomically positions 
the hand and steel bolsters create a contemporary look.  Features a spine 
cusp and mid-spine positioned back lock.  Limited production of 600 pieces 
each handle material.  Additional handle materials to come in the series. 

• VG-10 flat-ground blade
• Edge: PlainEdge
• Righthand tip-down carry

C93 Navigator II
We live in a world where using large pocketknives in public can create 
notice.  For this, Spyderco develops small-stature folders with ample 
blade strength and handle leverage that are suitable for full-sized, large 
cutting jobs.  We call these Little Big Knives.  The Navigator II design 
focuses on a strong lock, robust blade and ergonomically advanced 
handle.  Combined together these features convey the tactile sensation 
and performance of a full-sized knife offering significant cutting power 
in a small size blade.  On the underside of the handle are a series of 
scalloped angles that optimally settle the hand and fingers into gripping 
position.  Makes a discreet money-clip or tie tack. 

• VG-10 flat-ground blade
• Edge: PlainEdge or SpyderEdge
• Righthand tip-down carry


